ABSTRACT paperr we present a new method to eshe local regularities, meastared in term der exponents, at different resolutions of continuous sign&. This method is based on a generalization of iterated functions system and seems well adapted to signals that present irregularities at all scales. We also utilize this generdization to build parsimonious models of complex signals, using the information given by the Hiilder exponents hence computed.
~~~R~D~~T~~
Several methods have been proposed to estimate the Molder exponents of signals [l, 41. In this paper, we propose a new approach, based on a generalization of iterated €unctions system (IFS), which is we14 adapted to irregular continuous 1D signds. We also use these generalized IFS to build parsimonious models of complex signals. This paper is organized as follows : in section 2 we recall the definition of generalized iterated functions systems (GIFS) and the definition of the Holder exponent of a nowhere differentiable continuous function. In section 3, we recall a result obtained in [2] concernolder exponents of the attractors of GIFS. We then propose a method to solve the inverse problem for GIFS and we use it to estimate the Holder exponents of discrete signals. We present results obtained on generalized Weierstrass functions. In section 4, we develop a synthesis scheme for a given signal. The parameters of the GIFS, along with the Holder exponents at different resolutions of the signal, allow to give a functional representation of discrete data. An application on a residual speech signal is presented. In the rest of the paper we will call at the Holder function o f f . 
ESTIMATION OF H~L D E R EXPONENTS USING GIFS
and where, for any positive integer E , the k-uples This yields a non parametric method to estimate the Holder function of a signal. Indeed, if for a given signal, w e are able to determine a GIFS whose attractor is the graph of the signal (inverse problem), then, using proposition 1, we get an expression of the Holder exponent a,t every location Figure  10 an example with J = 3. The signal samples are represented by circles. For j = 1,2, the GIFS coefficients are obtained as follows : . has an attractor 011s fun~tion wit will ~x~l~n how to use GIFS for ~e~o i s i n~ and segment atbn. 1993. oving average of the H6Ider function of the signal at scale 1/2 ( 8 ; )
SIGNAL MODELING USING GIFS

